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ABSTRACT
The Douglas Neumann program for non-lifting three-dimensional fluid flow
is used to calculate the potential flow pressure distribution for some hydro-
foil boat components in various combinations. The calculated results are com-
pared with pressure measurements on crossed non-lifting foils, and on a lift-
ing foil of large span in conjunction with a pod. The calculated results were
corrected for lift in the latter case. These comparisons indicate that the
Douglas program.can be usefully applied to hydrofoil-boat problems.
Pressure calculations are presented for non-lifting strut-foil, pod-foil,
and strut-pod-foil configurations. These results show that the effect of a
strut on the pressure distribution of a pod-foil is appreciable, and that a
pod can be used to increase the cavitation-inception speed of a strut-foil.
£ A discussion of how to select input points for the Douglas program for
intersecting bodies is also presented.
AIDMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
This work was undertaken under Bureau of Ships Subproject SS-600-000,
Task 1703.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to design a subcavitating hydrofoil system without going to the
time and expense of extensive experiments, it is necessary to be able to cal-
culate the pressure distribution on a hydrofoil-strut-pod configuration. The
critical (minimum) pressure calculated can then be used to predict the
cavitation-inception speed of the configuration. There are many uncertainties
in this last step I making it difficult to rely on a prediction of cavitation-
inception speed, especially in a seaway, but the value of the pressure dis-
tribution to determine the relative merits of designs is unquestioned.
The general problem attacked here is: calculation of the pressure dis-
tribution on an arbitrary lifting body, excluding effects of the free sur-
face.
The Douglas Aircraft Company has conducted studies of various parts of
this problem. The most notable result of their work is a computer program
to calculate the potential flow pressure distribution about a non-lifting
(but otherwise arbitrary) three-dimensional shape. 2 They also have developed
a program to calculate the pressure distribution about lifting two-dimensional
shapes.3
It is the purpose of this report to show that by a proper correction
method, the Douglas program for three-dimensional shapes can be used to
calculate the pressure distribution about an arbitrary lifting hydrofoil-
strut-pod configuration. Cavitation-inception speed may then, for given
design requirements, be maximized.
1References are listed on page I.
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In addition, comparisons are presented to show the effect of a strut on
the pressure distribution of a pod-foil configuration, and the effect of a pod
on the pressure distribution of a strut-foil.
To facilitate use of the approach suggested here, an appendix is included
describing how to choose the computer input points for a complicated configu-
ration.
THE DOUGLAS NEUMANN PROGRAM FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
When using the Douglas program, one inputs a set of x, y, z coordinates
defining the configuration whose pressure distribution is to be computed. The
program then forms quadrilateral elements from these points, calculates the
induced velocities due to unit singularities placed on each quadrilateral, and
adjusts the strengths of the singularities so that the induced velocities from
all the quadrilaterals when added to the free-stream velocity, give a normal
velocity of zero at each element. The total velocity at each element is then
calculated by adding the total induced velocity to the free-stream velocity.
When incompressible inviscid flow is being considered, the pressure
P - PCO V 2
coefficient 1/2p V ) may be calculated from C = 1 - , where V is the
1/2p V P
local velocity and Vc is the free-stream velocity. Any body, the non-
redundant part of which can be defined by approximately 600 quadrilateral
elements or fewer, can be handled by the program. A pressure calculation
for complicated bodies such as those discussed in this report requires from
one to four hours of IBM 7090 computing time. A detailed description of this
pressure-calculation method can be found in Reference 2. Additional dis-
cussion on its use may be found in References 4 and 5.
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The Douglas Neumann Program can also be used to calculate, to a first
order approximation, the compressible flow about three-dimensional bodies.
(See Appendix A.)
CROSSED FOILS
Hess and Smith 2 presented many experimental comparisons to demonstrate
the accuracy of their pressure calculations. However, no comparison was
given for an area very close to the intersection between two bodies. Since
this is a critical area, a test was made at the David Taylor Model Basin to
determine whether the Douglas Neumann Program could predict these pressures
adequately. The configuration chosen consisted of two uncambered large-
a aspect-ratio> foils of equal chord and unequal thickness intersecting at right
angles, The configuration is described in detail in Appendix B.
This crossed-foil model was built and tested for pressure distribution
in the DTMB 8-ft x 10-ft Subsonic Wind Tunnel with each foil fully spanning
the tunnel. The tests were run at a free-stream Mach number of 0.221; the
pressure coefficient was based on local tunnel static pressure; the results
were corrected for blockage effects; and no artificial turbulence stimulators
were used.
Since the configuration had fwo planes of symmetry, pressure measure-
ments were necessary only in one quadrant of the configuration. However, to
check for symmetry and to compensate for any imperfect alignment, some orifices
were located on each side of each foil leg. Some of the pressure results were
corrected slightly for these effects.
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The pressure distribution for this configuration was calculated by the
Douglas Neumann Program using the Goethert transformation to compensate for
compressibility effects. (See Appendix A.) Note that these compressibility
corrections are not part of any hydrofoil problem but are a consequence of
the decision to run these tests in air.
Comparisons of the calculated results with the experimental results are
presented in Figures 1 and 2. (The calculated pressure values are slightly
different from those previously published by Faulkner 6 since the calculated
values used by Douglas were not corrected for compressibility.) At the in-
tersection the results agree quite well for about the forward 1/3 of the
chord length. Aft of this region the boundary layer interference is so large
that it causes large increases in the measured pressures. The aft results
agree better farther out along the span where the boundary layers do not in-
teract.
The two-dimensional pressure distribution for each of the foil shapes
was calculated using the isolated two-dimensional airfoil option of Refer-
ence 3, with the Karman-Tsien correction applied for compressibility.7
These curves (Figures I and 2) show that the interference effects due to the
thin foil are almost negligible at two chords distance from the intersection
on the thick foil. The interference effect of the thick foil on the thin
foil is slightly larger at'to chords along the span.
The differences in the intersection critical pressures between the
calculated and measured results correspond to a difference of 1/2 of a knot
(1.3%) in cavitation-inception speed in salt water at 5-foot depth (talculated
by assuming that the critical pressure is equal to the water vapor pressure).
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POD-FOIL WITH LIFT
Since all hydrofoils of practical interest operate at non-zero lift, a
problem of primary interest is the interference effect of pods and struts on
a lifting foil. The Douglas program has been shown to be useful in predict-
ing interference effects on non-lifting configurations, so a logical next
step is an-attempt to correct results of a non-lifting calculation for effects
of lift. No satisfactory pressure data for interference flow in water were
found, necessitating the use of aerodynamic data and a compressibility cor-
rection for the theoretical calculations.
The Goethert transformation has been shown to be a useful correction
technique for compressibility (See Appendix A.) but it is not very convenient
for bodies at non-zero angle of attack. For this reason, the most useful
experimental data were from Reference 9, which used a model at zero angle of
attack, with lift provided by wing camber. This test configuration consisted
of a modified NACA fuselage form 111 with an unswept, untapered, large-aspect-
ratio, modified NACA 65-210 wing whose chord line coincided with the axis of
the fuselage. The details of the configuration are presernted in Appendix C.
Since this work is directed to hydrofoil boat application, the wing will be
referred to as the foil and the fuselage will be called the pod.
In order to have the configuration in a form that the Douglas three-
dimensional program could handle (i.e., no lift), the non-lifting foil from
which 65-210 was derived, the 65-010, was used in conjunction with the fuse-
lage form 111 as the input shape for the Douglas non-lifting three-dimensional
program. The Goethert transformation was used to correct for compressibility.
(See Appendix A.)
milk
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To correct for lift the pressure calculations on the foil part of the
pod-foil, two-dimensional pressure distributions were calculated
3 for the
65-010 at a lift coefficient (CL) of zero, and for the 65-210 at CL = 0.17
which is the two-dimensional CL for zero incidence. Each of these pressure
! I
distributions was then corrected for compressibility by the Karman-Tsien
method.7 The difference between these two pressure distributions was then
used to correct the non-lifting pressure calculations on the foil.
The same lift correction was used all along the span since, in the
tests, the configuration spanned the entire tunnel. The comparison of the
theoretical and experimental results will show whether this approach was
valid. Obviously, for the usual hydrofoil design case, a method would have
to be used to calculate the distribution of lift along the span.
The results of the theoretical and experimental comparison on the wing
are presented in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 gives the results essentially
right at the intersection of the pod and foil. (See Figure 16, discussed
in Appendix C.) The theoretical results agree quite well with the measure-
ments on the suction side (the critical area for cavitation), and are
appreciably in error on the pressure side. It may be noted that the problem
of boundary layer interaction is not nearly so apparent here as it was on the
crossed foil. This is due in part to the fact that the pressure orifices
were not located right at the intersection in the pod-foil but rather were
along a line parallel to the free-stream direction. Also the intersection
itself is less curved in the pod-foil than in the crossed-foil.
The pressure comparison at approximately half a foil chord away from the
pod intersection, (See Figure 16 discussed in Appendix C.) where most of the
interference effects have died out, is presented in Figure 4. Here the agree-
ment between the experimental and calculated results is somewhat better than
it was nearer the intersection. The cavitation-inception speed difference
between the calculated critical pressure and the measured one is about 1/3
knot here, (0.7%) whereas it is 1 knot (2.5%) at the intersection.
A similar method was used to correct the pod pressures for the effect
of the foil lift. Using the isolated airfoil option of the Douglas Neumann
two-dimensional cascade program,3 which can also calculate pressures at
points not on the body surface, the pressures were calculated at points the
same distance above the two-dimensional foil as the points on the pod are
above the actual foil. This was done for both the 65-010 shape and the 65-
210 shape. These pressures were each corrected for compressibility by the
KaLih-Tsien method.7 The pressure at each point induced by the 65-010 foil
was then subtracted from that induced by the 65-210 foil. This difference
was then multiplied by s/R where s is the distance the point on the pod is
above the foil and R is the three-dimensional distance from the point on the
pod to the nearest point on the foil. These values were used to correct the
non-lifting pressures on the pod for effects of lift on the foil. The results
of these calculations are presented in Figure 5 along with the measured pres-
sures. As could be expected, since the lift correction technique is less
justified, the results on the pod do not agree as well as those on the wing.
The calculated critical pressure predicted a cavitation speed about 2 knots
(4.2%) too high on the pod. The results near 25 percent of the pod length,
which is where the leading edge of the foil intersects the pod, are appreci-
ably in error. This is partly due to the nature of the quadrilaterals chosen
to define the configuration in this area. For this reason the pressures in
the area near 25 percent of the length are unreliable.
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STRUT-POD-FOIL, POD-FOIL, AND STRUT-FOIL0
In analyzing the pressure distribution on the foil of a strut-pod-foil
configuration, the presence of a thin strut is often ignored to simplify the
analysia.11 Similarly, it is occasionally asserted that the installation of
an otherwise unneeded pod at the intersection of a strut and foil may in-
crease the cavitation-inception speed of the configuration.12
To test the validity of these hypotheses, a series of calculations were
made using the Douglas Neumann Program. The basic components used were: a
foil with semi-span = 1000 (dimensionless), chord = 50, and thickness = 5; a
strut of the same dimensions except that 1000 was the full span; a pod of
length = 100, and diameter = 20. Each of these components was a derivation
of the DTMB Series 58, Model 4162 shape.17
A pressure calculation was run on the strut-foil configuration (an in-
verse T shape) shown in Figure 17 (discussed in Appendix D). The pressure
distribution on the foil part of this configuration is presented in Figure 6.
A pressure calcutation was run on the pod-foil configuration shown in
Figure 18 (discussed in Appendix D). The pressure distribution on the upper
foil surface is presented in Figure 7, and that of the pod in Figure 8.
A pressure calculation was run on the strut-pod-foil configuration
shown in Figure 19 (discussed in Appendix D). The pressure distribution
for the foil upper surface is presented in Figure 9, for the pod upper sur-
face in Figure 10, for the pod lower surface in Figure 11, and for the pod
nose and tail in Figure 12. A detailed description of the strut-pod-foil
configuration is presented in Appendix D, and a description of the procedure
for choosing the input points for the computer program is presented in
Appendix E.
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Figure 13 shows the effect of the 10 percent thick strut on the pres-
sure distribution of a pod-foil. It can be seen that, far from being neg-
ligible, the strut causes a large decrease in pressure at the intersection.
At a depth of 5 feet in salt water, this pressure decrease would decrease
the cavitation-inception speed of the configuration by 5 knots (8.5%).
Heretofore, the strut in a strut-pod-foil configuration was dealt with
rather lightly from a hydrodynamic point of view since the critical pressure
clearly would not occur there. These results indicate that the strut should
be made as thin as possible, consistent with structural requirements, in order
that the detrimental effect on the foil pressure may be minimized.
The effect of a pod on the pressure distribution of a strut-foil can be
seen in Figure 14. (The configuration is sketched in Figure 19, discussed in
Appendix D.) Figure 14 shows that the installation of this pod increases
slightly the cavitation-inception speed of the configuration. This is true
despite the large thickness of the pod (L/D = 5). However, this large pod
thickness is beneficial in one way-it separates the foil from the strut a
larger distance than would a finer pod of the same length.
CONCLUSIONS
i. The Douglas Neumann Program can predict accurately the pressure at
the intersection in a complex configuration for about one-third the length
of the intersection, at which point the boundary layer interaction begins to
dominate the flow.
2. When finite wing effects are not present, a simple lift correction
to the Douglas non-lifting three-dimensional program applied to a pod-foil
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configuration gives very good correlation with measured pressures on the
suction side of the foil, but does not give good correlation on the pressure
side.
3. The addition of an otherwise unneeded pod at the intersection of a
strut and foil can be utilized to delay the onset of cavitation.
4. A strut has an appreciable adverse effect on the pressure distri-
bution of a pod-foil.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Struts on a strut-pod-foil configuration should be designed for
maximum cavitation-inception speed so that the adverse effect of the strut
on the foil pressure distribution will be minimized.
2. Further calculations should be made to determine appropriate
lengths and fineness ratios for pods to be used for raising the cavitation-
inception speeds of strut-foil configurations.
3. A comparison should be made between measured pressures on a strut-
pod-foil configuration with a finite lifting wing, and a pressure calcula-
tion by the present method with a suitable technique for predicting the
spanwise distribution of lift.
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APPENDIX A - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR COMPRESSIBLE FLOW
The Douglas Neumann Program can be used to calculate, to a first order
approximation, the compressible flow about three-dimensional bodies. This
can be done by using the Goethert transformation technique which has been
13
shown to be accurate, especially for low Mach numbers. (See Sears and
references cited.) This method involves "stretching" the configuration in
2
the streamwise direction by dividing its streamwise coordinates by 1l - M,
where M. is the free-stream Mach number. The potential flow velocities are
then calculated for this stretched body using the Douglas program. The in-
1 2
duced velocity compohents for compressible flow are then U = U / (1 - M 0),
V = V'/ 1 - M 2, W= W// 1 - M.2, where the primes denote induced velocities
calculated about the stretched body.14 The total velocity is calculated by
adding the free-stream velocity to the induced velocities. The pressure
coefficient for compressible flow is not simply I - (V/V,)2 since the density
is no longer constant. If one assumes isentropic flow the pressure coefficient
can be calculated by 5 C Z (/~)- -- / JI
where 6 is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at
constant volume, which is 1.4 for air in the temperature range of present in-
terest.16
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This Goethert transformation is built into some versions of the Douglas
Neumann three-dimensional program. A separate program (DTMB Open Shop No.
XKI4) was written for this correction at the David Taylor Model Basin.
APPENDIX B - CROSSED FOIL CONFIGURATION
The basic shape used for this configuration was the DTMB Series 58
Model 4162, whose meridional (or two-dimensional, as the case may be) shape
2 2 3 4 5 6
is defined by y = a x+ a2x + a3x + ax + a5x + a6x , where x is the
dimensionless axial offset based on body length (or chord length) and y is
the dimensionless transverse offset based on maximum diameter, and
al = +1.0000000 a4 = +20.564584
a2 = +0.44469380 a5 = -20.948726
a3 = -8.9197388 a6 = 7.8591877.
The "a" values are slightly different from those values reported by
Gertler17 for the same shape. So many offsets of this shape were needed
for the present work that the "a" values were recalculated to higher pre-
cision, and used to generate a larger number of axial offsets. Near the
trailing edge of the shape, the generating function involves square roots
of small differences of large numbers, so every bit of precision helps.
Even with these new coefficients, there is an error of the order of 0.001L
in the transverse offsets near the tail.
In the theoretical model, the basic dimensions were: horizontal thick
foil - length = 100 (dimensionless), thickness = 20, semi-span = 1000.
Vertical thin foil - length = 100, thickness = 10, semi-span = 1000. Since
the configuration has two planes of symmetry, it was only necessary to input
one quadrant.
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A proper balance of computer time and calculation accuracy led to the
choice of coordinates listed in Table 1, which were input at the following
spanwise locations: at the intersection, 0.1 along the span away from the
intersection, 11, 20, 40, 60, 140, 260, 1000. (The numbers refer to
distance to the plane of symmetry, except for the first two values which
refer to the intersection.)
In the wind tunnel, the model was built with each foil having a 1-ft
chord, the 20 percent thick horizontal foil spanning the 10-ft width and
the 10-percent thick vertical foil spanning the 8-ft height of the tunnel.
There were no fillets at the intersections. A picture of the configuration
is presented in Figure 15.
APPENDIX C - NACA POD-FOIL CONFIGURATION
This configuration consisted of a modified NACA fuselage form 111 and
an unswept, untapered, large-aspect-ratio modified NACA 65-210 wing whose
chord coincided with the axis of the fuselage. The modification of the wing
(or foil) for the wind tunnel tests consisted of removing 2.22 percent of
the chord length of the wing from the trailing edge. This alleviated the
structural problem created by the extreme thinness of this part of the model
wing. This modification was not made to the configuration used for the
theoretical pressure distribution because the discontinuity would make the
calculations more difficult, and no more reliable. (Where dimensionless
wing lengths are used they are based on the unmodified length.)
The basic pod shape was a variation of the NACA fuselage form 111 whose
shape was modified for the purposes of the NACA tests (See Reference 9.) to
111 111
improve the fairing in the area near 20 percent of the length. Its fineness
ratio was 6 and its length was approximately 2.6 wing chords. The wing
leading edge was at 25 percent of the pod length, and the trailing edge at
63.46 percent. The configuration for which the calculations were made
corresponds to position C3 of Reference 9, with no filleting of the inter-
section.
The offsets for the pod are presented in Table 2, those for the foil
in Table -3.. The spanwise locations of the pressure orifices are shown in
Figure 16. The theoretical results are presented for the same locations.
Further details on the configuration are available in Reference 9.
APPENDIX D - STRUT- POD-FOIL CONFIGURATION
The basic function generating each of the shapes in this configuration
is the same as that .which was used for the crossed-foil configuration. (See
Appendix B.) The pod length was 100 (dimensionless), with maximum diameter
equal to 20. The offsets used are given in Table '4. The foil chord was
50 with a maximum thickness of 5. The leading edge of the foil intersected
the pod at 25 percent of the pod length, the trailing edge at 75 percent of
the pod length.
The strut dimensions were identical with those of the foil. For both
foil and strut, the span was chosen large enough (2000, 1000) that the tip
effects were negligible in the region of the pod. The arrangements of the
components in the strut-foilpod-foil, and strut-pod-foil configurations are
shown in Figures 17, 18, and 19.
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APPENDIX E - INPUT POINT DISTRIBUTION FOR INTERSECTING 9HAPES
How to choose input points in the Douglas Neumanr three-dimensional
program for a configuration with an intersection will be discussed in some
detail since this is an application that is likely to recur often. The
strut-pod-foil configuration will be used as an example.
The x-axis is the axis of the pod with the x = 0 plane at the pod nose.
The y-axis runs along the horizontal foil span with the y = 0 plane coin-
cident with the chord plane of the vertical strut. The z-axis runs along
the span of the vertical strut with the z = 0 plane (z positive upwards)
coincident with the chord plane of the horizontal foil.
The configuration has a vertical plane of symmetry permitting it to be
described by offsets for only one side.
For ease of input the configuration was divided up as follows: The
strut was one section, the foil was divided into an upper surface section
and a lower surface section; the pod was cut up into three parts, the nose
which was a section, the tail which was a section, and the middle portion
which extended over that part intersected by the strut and foil (x = 25 to
x = 75). The pod middle portion was further divided into an extreme lower
section, a section intersecting the lower foil surface, a section inter-
secting the upper foil surface, a section intersecting the strut, and a
section between the latter two.
These sections were chosen because of different input point density
requirements in the different areas. To save computer time (or in this
case, to describe the configuration within the input limits of the program),
one should distribute points sparsely in geometrically smooth areas and in
areas of little interest.
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In the strut-pod-foil configuration, the areas of maximum interest are
the foil upper surface near the pod, and the pod surface near the foil. These
are also areas of abrupt change in geometry. A large number of input points
are clearly needed there.
The pod near the strut is an area of some interest and also of abrupt
curvature. The intersection of the lower surface of the foil with the pod is
of no real interest, but is an area of abrupt geometric change. On the other
hand, the strut is of minimal interest and of simple geometry, as is the lower
surface of the foil.
With these considerations in mind the point spacing was made very sparse
on the strut except very near the pod intersection. The lower surface of the
foil was treated similarly. The pod nose and tail were of no major interest
so just enough points were chosen to define the curvature smoothly enough that
the pressure results in the areas of interest were not adversely affected.
The lower 60-degrees of the middle portion of the pod was treated similarly.
The upper surface of the foil, being the area of main interest, required
a large number of input points even at appreciable distances from the pod
intersection, so that the pressure could be calculated at enough points to
define the pressure distribution along the chord and span. The area, both
on the foil and on the pod, near the intersection of the foil upper surface
with the pod presented the greatest problem. This is an area of great interest
since the critical pressure for the configuration is likely to occur there,
and there is a discontinuity in geometry there, also.
Longitudinally, 21 points were considered sufficient to define the curvature
of the lines near the intersection. Points were concentrated near the forward
part of the intersection where the curvature was greater.
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Transversely, in addition to economy of points, there are two opposing
considerations which must be weighed. On the one hand is the fact that the
more densely one distributes the points in a region of abrupt change in geo-
metry, the more precisely will the body be defined. On the other hand, the
Neumann problem is only solvable for bodies with continuous values of normal
derivative on the body contour.18 It is clear that at the intersection of
the foil and pod, the normal derivative is discontinuous. Practically though,
the normal derivative will never be evaluated right at the intersection by
the program since the derivative is evaluated at the null point,, rather than
at the corners of an element. (The null point is usually close to the centroid
of the element.) Therefore, the denser the distribution of points (transversely)
near the intersection, the closer the program gets to evaluating a normal
derivative at the intersection, and the more abrupt will be the change in the
normal derivative. Thus the requirements as to transverse density of input
points near the intersection reduce to these: dense enough to define the shape
fairly well, but not dense enough to produce too drastic a variation in the
normal derivative.
In a given calculation, one can tell after the calculation whether the
distribution chosen was appropriate by comparing the pressure values of the
points closest to the intersection on the pod and the points closest on the
foil. If the points were too sparse, the values will differ noticeably; if
the points were too dense, the values will differ drastically.
After much experimentation, the following distribution chosen for the
upper foil-pod intersection was found to be satisfactory. The other inter-
sections in this problem were treated less carefully since they were of less
interest. At the upper foil-pod intersection the input points were distributed
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thusly: one line at the intersection; one line 0.2 (or 0.004 wing chords),
measured circumfuentially along the surface of the pod, away from the inter-
section; 0.5 away from the intersection; at 30 degrees (measured from the
plane of the foil chord and the pod axis); and between 0.5 away and 30 degrees
a line representing the mean distance along the pod surface between 0.5 away
and 30 degrees. On the foil, a line was placed at the intersection; 0.2
along the span away from the intersection; and at the following spanwise
stations (measured from the vertical plane of symmetry of the configuration),
11, 20, 40, 60, 140, 260, and 1000.
All of the offsets for the strut-pod-foil are given in Table 5.
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Figure 1 - Comparison of Experimental Values with Calculated Values of Pressure Coefficient for
Crossed Foils of Equal Chords and Unequal Thicknesses at Zero Lift: Pressures on
Thick Foil (20% Thick)
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Figure 2 - Comparison of Experimental Values with Calculated Values of Pressure Coefficient for
Crossed Foils of Eaual Chords and Unequal Thicknesses at Zero Lift: Pressures on
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Figure 3 - Comparison of Experimental Values with Calculated Values of Pressure Coefficient for
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COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS _(Based on foil chord)
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FROM NACA TN 193, FIG. 23(a) ANGLE OF INFLOW TO FOIL = 0
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Figure 4 - Comparison of Experimental Values with Calculated Values of Pressure Coefficient forPodRESSIBFoil Configuration with Lift: Points on Fol away from Intersection
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METHOD USING GOETHERT TRANSFORMATION FOR
COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
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SYMBLS REPRESENT MS NTREYNOLDS NO. = 9.3 MILLION
FROM NACA TN 1593, FIG. 18 (Based on foil chord _
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Figure 5 - Comparison of Experimental Values with Calculated Values of Pressure Coefficient for
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Figure 9 - Potential Flow Pressure Distribution on Foil Upper Surface of Strut-Pod-Foil
Configuration at Zero Lift
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Figure 10 - Potential Flow Pressure Distribution on Pod Upper Surface of Strut-Pod-Foil
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Figure 11 - Potential Flow Pressure Distribution on Pod Lower Surface of Strut-Pod-Foil












Figure 12 - Potential Flow Pressure Distributions on Pod Nose and Tail
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Figure 13 - Potential Flow Pressure Distributions on Foil Upper Surface of Pod-Foil Configuration
at Zero Lift with And without Strut
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Figure 14 - Potential Flow Pressure Distributions on Foil Upper Surface of Strut-Foil Configuration
at Zero Lift with and without Pod
cp
TABLE 1
Offsets for Crossed-Foil Model
Figure 15 - Crossed Foil Model in IMB Wind Tunnel
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Figure 17- Strut-Foil Configuration
7




Figure 18- Pod-Foil Configuration
1000 W
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in percent of pod length
Station Radius Station Radius
0 0
1.25 1.583 50.00 8.217
2.50 2.392 55.00 7.933
5.00 3.592 60.oo 7.,83
1.50 4.467 65.00 6.833
10.00 5.167 70.00 6.033
15.00 6.183 75.00 5.100
20.00 6.925 80.00 4.092
25.00 7.483 85.00 3.092
30.o00 7.900 90.00 2.075
35.00 8.183 95.00 1.033
40.00 8.333 97.50 .520
45.00 8.333 100.00 0
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TABLE 3
NACA 65-210 Airfoil Ordinates
[Stations and ordinates give n percent of airfoil chord]
Upper surface Lower surface
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate
0 0 0 0
.435 .819 .565 - .719
.678 .999 .822 - .859
1.169 1.273 1.331 -1.059
2.408 1.757 2.592 -1.385
4.898 2.491 5.102 -1.859
7.394 3.069 7.606 -2.221
9.894 3.555 10.106 -2.521
14.899 4.338 15.101 -2.992
19.909 4.938 20.091 -3.346
24.921 5.397 25.079 -3.607
29.936 5.732 30.064 -3.788
34.951 5.954 35.049 -3.894
39.968 6.067 40.032 -3.925
44.984 6.058 45.o16 -3.868
50.000 5.915 50.000 -3.709
55.014 5.625 54.986 -3 .35
60.027 5.217 59*973 -3.075
65.036 4.712 64.964 -2.652
70.043 4.128 69.957 -2.184
75.045 3.479 74.955 -1.689
80.044 2.783 79.956 -1.191
85.038 2.057 84.962 - .711
90.028 1.327 89.972 - .293
95.014 .622 94.986 .010
a 1 0 0 .000 0 al0.000 0
L. E. radius: 0.687
Slope of radius through L. E.: 0.084
a2. 2 2 percent of the chord was removed at the trailing edge for
experimental mode 1.
b-:
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TABLE 4
TMB Series 58 Pod Offsets
(Stations and radii in percent of pod length)
ri - -- - ~ nn I _ _ g Inp ~ r~~
Station Radius Station Radius
O 0
0.99 1.9935016 50.00 9.9928919
3.20 3.5879770 55.00 9.9099350
6.27 5.0019025 60.00 9.7221735
10.18 6.2924278 65.00 9.4080154
15.00 7.4514705 70.00 8.9388922
20.00 8.3218400 75.00 8.2806816
25.00 8.9490522 80.00 7.3949167
30.00 9.3933284 85.00 6.2394310
35.00 9.6965789 90.00 4.7672881
40.00 9.8877164 95.00 2.9160162
45.00 9.9842616 100.00 0







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MIDDLE 025.0000000 007.7501063 004.4745260'
PA OF 03U0000000 008.1348608 004.6966642
UPPER 035.0000000 008.3974835 004.8482894
SURFACE040.0000000 008.5630133 00.4.9438581


































TABLE 5 - CONTPUED
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